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After a longer
period it was one
of the first days
which apparently
has no big weather-troubles.
There were heavy
winds announced
but anyway it was
time to test the
first time my new
christmas-birthday-easter-gift in
reality, instead
of looking on the
box at home.
The first tests
with very poor antenna-setup at home were very promising and the filters from the FT-DX10 worked extraordinary. Had the same question at the begin like many others.
Either Icom IC-7300 or Yaesu FT-10DX.
However a long
history with
Yaesu starting
with FT7, FT900,
FT450, FT2000,
FT-DX1200 finally
brought me again
to Yaesu.
Also all adapters,
cable etc. could
be used from the
other transceiver.
So finally stepped
out to the not so
far away Egerand Röslautal for
the initial test.
I was at the same
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location like the last times,
think the people in the nearby small village know my car
meanwhile very well.
At 2 degrees it was not so
funny but I used the simple
3band-hopper to break down
quickly, if weather changes.
At the begin had some sunny
moments however at the end
often periods with rain and
snowfall changed within minutes.
In total could work 287 contacts with 30 countries.
Top-countries this time:
1. Germany (102) 2. Italy (29)
3. Poland (21) 4. Netherlands
(18) 5. France (14)
So remember to an activity from there
where almost no german station made it
into the log, so this time excellent condx
on the short distance. So in this 4th activity from that location we could screw up
the total number of contacts to 1101 since
march 21 and 814 uniquehunter-points.
The transceiver performed excellent So
some learning-curve is still needed, but
with hopefully better temperatures we find
more possibilities to train with it outside.
Thanks for calling in and cu from the next
one
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